TKO Competition terms and conditions
1. The competition is run by  SA SOC Ltd (“”) and is open to all members of
the public who are South African residents of the age of eighteen (18) years or older and are
prepaid customers of , excluding  and/or BCX directors, employees and their
immediate families as well as their advertising and promotion agencies, distribution
partners, associated companies, and outlet owners, dealers, resellers and their immediate
families and employees.
2. The rules may be amended by reasonable notification at any time during the competition,
and will be applied and interpreted at the sole discretion of . Participation by the
entrants constitutes acceptance of these rules.
3. The competition starts on 16 October 2017 and ends at 12h00 on the <1st December
2017.
4. Entrants must purchase  prepaid data/airtime on *123# to participate. The amount
of prepaid data/airtime must be for a minimum amount of R10.00 and a maximum amount
of R100.00. Purchases on the * 123# USSD menu will be the only way that enables
consumers to participate in the promotion.
5. The grand prize after each round consists of the following: Round 16- R100 000; Quarter
finals - R150 000; Semi-Finals – R250 000; Final – R500 000 and a draw will be held the
next day after each round and the first valid entry drawn will win. The winner will be
contacted telephonically immediately after each draw and will need to present his / her valid
Identification Document when claiming the prize.
6.  reserves the right to make media announcements and/or publications of the
names and photographs of winners of the competition. Winners shall have right to refuse
have their photograph taken but their names will be published on social media and other
media. Should a winner refuse to have his or her name published as a winner he or she will
forfeit the prize.
7. , its agents and distributors accept no responsibility, financial or otherwise for the
misuse of the winning prize.
8. , its agents and distributors will not replace any lost or stolen prize money and
reserve the right to withdraw or amend any details without notice.
9. The prize is not transferable.
10. Normal VAS rates apply and charges on the use of * 123# USSD will not exceed R1.50
for each entry. Free minutes do not apply.

11.  or its affiliates may require you to provide them, with additional information as
may be reasonably required to process and facilitate your acceptance, bookings and/or use
of a prize such as providing proof of address, identity number and signing receipt of the
prize upon its delivery.
12.  reserves the right to cancel the competition at any time, if deemed necessary in
its opinion or if circumstances arise that are outside of its control, and will not be liable to
entrants in such event for any cause or action whatsoever.
13. A copy of these terms and conditions can be found at www.telkom.co.za during office
hours throughout the period of the competition.
14. These terms and conditions will be construed, interpreted and enforced in accordance
with the applicable laws of the Republic of South Africa.
15. You may not win a prize if it is unlawful for  to supply such a prize to you or you
have directly or indirectly been engaged in corrupt, fraudulent or unfair practices in
competing for the prize. If you do win such a prize, you will forfeit it.

USSD TKO Promo campaign rules:
16. Only  prepaid customers will be eligible to buy offers on the *123# USSD menu
17.  will present customers with a personalized set of offers on the USSD menu on *123#.
18. Customers may purchase offers on the * 123# USSD menu multiple times.
19. Each time a customer buys an offer on the * 123# USSD menu that offer will be
multiplied by the most goals scored in each round
20. “Most scored goals “in this competition means the score of the team with the most
scored goals in each round will be added to the score of the team they played against in that
particular match.
Example if three matches are played over weekend and these are the scores:
Team 1 vs Team 2: 3:1
Team 2 vs Team 3: 2: 4
Team 1 vs Team 3: 3:2
Customers will get six times of the offers they bought prior to the match (4+2), this is
combination of the highest scoring team and its defender/opponent in that specific match.

21. The expiry dates of the offers sold on the * 123#USSD menu will be specified in the
communication. Expiry dates for offers may vary and this as the discretion of 
22. Customer will only be rewarded on offers that they purchase on the *123# USSD menu
(no other USSD), or recharge with the amount as specified on the USSD
23. The rewards that will multiplied by the goals will be valid for five (5) days.
24. On the week prior to a match customers will have two weeks to buy offers on the *123#
USSD menu up until Friday 7pm of the match day
25. Purchases after 7pm on the weekend of a match do not qualify for the multiplied offer of
the current weekend as matches would have already presumed.
26. Customers buying after 7pm on the Friday of the weekend of a match only qualify for
the rewards after the next round of matches
27. Customers buying after 7pm on the Friday of the weekend of the match will be told
when their “goals” reward will be allocated
28. If a customer is presented with an offer to recharge on the *123# USSD menu, the
recharge amount will be multiplied by the combined score of team with most score goals
and its defender in each round. (e.g. if a customer recharged with R10 they will be rewarded
R10 multiplied by the most goals)
29. Free airtime is non-transferable and cannot be used to buy bundles, call international
numbers or access premium rated services
30. If customers buy voice minutes on the *123# USSD menu the voice minutes will be
multiplied by the combined score of team with most score goals and its defender in each
round. (e.g. if a customer bought 30 voice minutes they will be rewarded with 30 voice
minutes multiplied by the most goals)
31. If a customer buys data on the *123# USSD menu, the data amount will be multiplied by
the combined score of team with most score goals and its defender in each round. (e.g. if a
customer bought 1GB they will be rewarded 1GB multiplied by the most goals)
32. The rewarding based on the number of goals scored will only take place on the Monday
following the weekend of a match.
33. The rewards based on the number of goals scored will only apply to matches played on
weekends

